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Channel Allocation in Elastic Optical Networks
Using Traveling Salesman Problem Algorithms
Chayan Bhar, Erik Agrell, Fellow, IEEE, Kamran Keykhosravi, Magnus Karlsson, Fellow, OSA; Senior
Member, IEEE, Peter A. Andrekson, Fellow, OSA; Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Elastic optical networks have been proposed to
support high data-rates in metro and core networks. However,
frequency allocation of the channels (i.e., channel ordering)
in such networks is a challenging problem. This requires arrangement of the optical channels within the frequency grid
with the objective of ensuring a minimum signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). An optimal arrangement results in the highest SNR
margin for the entire network. However, searching for the
optimal arrangement requires an exhaustive search through
all possible arrangements (permutations) of the channels. The
search space increases exponentially with the number of channels.
This discourages an algorithm employing exhaustive search for
the optimal frequency allocation. We utilize the Gaussian noise
(GN) model to formulate the frequency allocation (channel
ordering) problem as a variant of the traveling salesman problem
(TSP) using graph theory. Thereafter, we utilize graph-theoretic
tools for TSP from the existing literature to solve the channel
ordering problem. Performance figures obtained for the proposed
scheme is illustrated to be marginally inferior to the optimal
search (through all possible permutations) and outperforms any
random allocation scheme. Moreover, the proposed scheme is
implementable for a scenario with a large number of channels.
In comparison, exhaustive search with the GN model and splitstep Fourier method simulations are shown to be feasible for
a small number of channels only. It is also illustrated that the
SNR reduces with an increase in bandwidth when the frequency
separation is high.
Index Terms—graph-theoretic resource allocation, frequency
allocation using TSP, SNR maximization, elastic optical networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Optical metro and core networks face an ever increasing
bandwidth demand due to the increasing end-user demands.
Moreover, there have been proposals for utilizing the optical
networks for front-hauling and back-hauling future wireless
access networks [1]. Therefore, the bandwidth demand from
future optical networks is deemed to increase exponentially
with the introduction of bandwidth-heavy 5G applications.
Optical networks utilizing coherent channels allow the network
designer to support high data-rates. Moreover, network operators are expected to dynamically allocate resources within the
networks as a function of the traffic demand [2].
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The paradigm of elastic optical networks (EONs) has been
proposed [3]–[6] for facilitating high data-rates while simultaneously improving spectrum utilization within the core and
metro networks. The degrees of freedom for the network
designer in an EON are the power spectral density (PSD) [7],
spectrum allocation, and modulation format of the channels
[8]. This necessitates implementation of routing and spectrum
allocation schemes [9], [10]. Optical channels with different
modulations and bandwidths can also share a single link in
EONs. This results in complicated and significant non-linear
interference (NLI) between the channels sharing the fiber link.
Routing, modulation level, and spectrum allocation algorithms
have been proposed in the literature to address these issues [3],
[8], [10].
Additionally, it is essential to ensure a quality of transmission (QoT) to all channels in an EON. Existing literature on
QoT for EONs can be found in two directions: (i) QoT aware
resource allocation, and (ii) QoT estimation for the designed
network. Research contributions of the first type assume that
each channel in the network adheres to an signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) threshold. Thereafter, spectrum allocation, PSD,
modulation format, and routing is decided for the channels as
a function of the traffic demand [7], [8], [11]–[13], whereas
research contributions of the second type observe the effect
of provisioning (activating) new light paths on the QoT of all
channels [14].
In metro and core networks, it is desirable for the network
providers to ensure an SNR margin that is satisfied by all
channels. Much of the existing literature on spectrum allocation is dedicated towards performing channel allocation from
the perspective of maximizing the data-rates, given that the
SNR margin that should be ensured is known. For example,
the authors of [7], [15], [16] proposed schemes to maximize
the bandwidth of channels and derive the modulation format
by assuming that a minimum SNR margin is satisfied at all
channels, whereas the authors of [12] proposed a scheme
to reduce the spectral usage using an mixed integer linear
programming formulation, with SNR being a parameter for the
optimization. Therefore, the minimum SNR margin required
is an input parameter for optimization problems in the existing
literature. However, current literature does not answer the
question: what SNR margin can be ensured to all channels
with the knowledge of channel PSDs, channel bandwidths and
frequency separation. This problem of channel ordering affects
the SNR values of all channels and is referred to as the channel
ordering problem (COP) in this paper.
We approach the problem of maximizing the SNR margin
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that can be ensured to all channels in the network with the
knowledge of the respective PSDs and bandwidths. We use the
GN model to present SNR of a particular channel as a function
of the NLI resulting from adjacent channels. Thereafter, we
utilize the characteristics of the GN model to formulate the
COP as a graph-theoretic problem. Furthermore, we draw a
solution from the existing literature for traveling salesman
problems (TSPs) to solve the resource allocation problem.
This allows us to obtain an SNR margin by maximizing the
minimum SNR experienced by any channel in the network and
the associated channel order.
Graph-theoretic tools have been used in the literature for
receiver scheduling in visible light communications [17], [18].
The techniques used in these papers utilize conflict graphs to
solve a graph coloring problem. Such approaches are used
to prevent collisions on a particular domain. However, to the
best of our knowledge, graph-theoretic tools have not been
previously used for resource allocation in EONs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we model the COP as a graph-theoretic problem using
some realistic assumptions. In Section III we describe the
algorithm to solve the COP. This is followed by illustrating the
performance of the proposed algorithm in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.
II. M ODELING THE CHANNEL ORDERING PROBLEM AS THE
T RAVELING S ALESMAN P ROBLEM
In this section we first state the assumptions that are used
throughout the paper. Thereafter, we use the GN model derived
in [19], [15] to express SNR as a function of the channel
ordering. This motivates the formulation of the COP as a
graph-theoretic problem.
A. Problem statement
In the considered network (metro or core), n coherent
channels C = {C1 , . . . , Cn } should be transmitted over a
WDM link with a fixed channel spacing F in the frequency
grid. This is a valid and realistic assumption, because the
network providers plan to keep dense WDM transmission on
the installed equipment while introducing network efficiency
and flexibility through transceiver replacement [11]. Moreover,
the currently deployed multiplexers and demultiplexers prevent
variable channel spacing in the frequency grid although the
channel bandwidths can be variable within the fixed channel
spacing (F can be adjusted to suit different network scenarios).
The network is assumed to traverse through Ns spans. For each
channel Ci , the power p(Ci ) and bandwidth ∆(Ci ) are given
by the corresponding traffic demands and can vary among the
channels. The PSD is G(Ci ) = p(Ci )/∆(Ci ).
Due to the interference between channels, the SNR experienced by each channel will depend on the channel ordering. The network designer has the task of solving the COP
problem, which means finding a suitable arrangement of the
n channels in the frequency grid. We represent a channel
arrangement with P = [P1 , . . . , Pn ], which is an arbitrary
permutation of [C1 , . . . , Cn ]. Here P1 is the channel with
lowest frequency and Pn the highest. The amplifier noise

figure is assumed to be the same for all channels. In this work,
the objective is to find P which maximizes the SNR margin
of the considered network.

B. Utilization of the GN model
The model parameters are summarized in Table I. The GN
model presented in [19], [15] derives the PSD of the NLI in
one span of a particular coherent channel Pi of P as a function
of the PSD of its neighboring channels j, their bandwidths,
and frequency spacing |i − j|F as
"
2
π 2 (∆(Pi )) β2
3γ 2 G(Pi )
NLI
G2 (Pi )sinh−1
Gsp (Pi ) =
2πα |β2 |
α

#
n
X
|i
−
j|F
+
∆(P
)/2
j
+
G2 (Pj ) ln
. (1)
|i − j|F − ∆(Pj )/2
j=1
j6=i

The first term in (1) is the self-channel interference (SCI) term
while the second term results from cross-channel interference
(XCI).
The overall NLI experienced by Pi is accumulated over Ns
spans and is given by GNLI (Pi ) = GNLI
sp (Pi )Ns . The SNR of
Pi is
G(Pi )
(2)
SNR(Pi ) = ASE
G (Pi ) + GNLI (Pi )
where assuming ν is the frequency of light, nsp is the spontaneous emission factor, L is the length of a span, and h is the
Planck constant

GASE (Pi ) = eαL − 1 hνnsp Ns
(3)
is the PSD of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
affecting Pi . The amplifier gain is assumed to be equal to the
signal attenuation in one span. Therefore, the noise figure of
the amplifier can be calculated according to [20, (7.2.15)] as,
Fn = 2nsp

(4)

We also assume that a transceiver penalty of tp is present due
to signal generation and reception. This results in reduction of
the SNR in (2) by tp . However, tp is independent of F , p(Ci ),
and ∆(Ci ) and does not affect the COP. Therefore, we solve
the COP using (2).
It can be deduced from (1) and (2) that when p(Pi ), ∆(Pi )
and F are known, SNR(Pi ) depends on p(Pi+1 ), ∆(Pi+1 ),
p(Pi−1 ), ∆(Pi−1 ), and so on. Therefore, the SNR figures of
all channels depend on their ordering (arrangement) in P ,
resulting in the COP. We define the minimum SNR in an
arrangement P as
ˇ = min SNR(Pi ).
SNR
i

(5)

In the next section we discuss the formulation of the COP as
ˇ using
a max-min problem to solve for the maximum SNR
graph-theoretic tools.
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Symbol
γ
α
ν
h
nsp
tp
β2
L
Ns
∆(Pi )
F
GNLI
sp (Pi )
G(Pi )
NSR(Pi )

Description

Numerical value

Non-linear coefficient of the fiber
Power attenuation factor
Frequency of light
Planck constant
Spontaneous emission factor of the amplifier
Transceiver penalty due to signal generation and reception
Group velocity dispersion coefficient
Length of a span
Number of spans present in the considered network
Bandwidth of the channel Pi
Frequency spacing in the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) grid
PSD of NLI encountered in one span by ith channel of P
PSD of the ith channel in a particular arrangement P
Noise-to-signal ratio experienced by Pi

1.32 · 10−3 (Wm)−1
0.22 dB/km
193.55 THz
6.63 · 10−34 Js
1.58
2.5 dB
−21.7 ps2 /km
80 km
5

TABLE I: Symbols used for the GN model
𝐶2

𝐶2

𝐶2

𝑈(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 )

𝑈(𝐶2 , 𝐶3 )
𝑈(𝐶2 , 𝐶4 )

𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶2 , 𝐶4 )
𝐶1

𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶3 , 𝐶1 )
𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶1 , 𝐶3 )

𝐶3

𝐶1

𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶2 , 𝐶4 )

𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶4 , 𝐶2 )

𝐶3

𝐶1

𝑈(𝐶1 , 𝐶3 )

𝑁𝑆𝑅(𝐶4 , 𝐶2 )

𝐶3

𝑈(𝐶3 , 𝐶4 )

𝑈(𝐶4 , 𝐶1 )

𝐶4

𝐶4

𝐶4

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: Graph-theoretic formulation of the COP for an example network with four channels. (a) A directed graph ζ~ based on
(6). (b) A Hamiltonian path, corresponding to a certain channel arrangement P . (c) An undirected graph Ḡ based on (9).

C. Problem translation into a graph
In this section we discuss the formulation of the COP
targeting an arrangement P , which approximately achieves
ˇ for all channels. We work with the noisethe maximum SNR
to-signal ratio (NSR) figure which is NSR(Pi ) = 1/SNR(Pi ).
This is because the XCI terms add linearly in (1). We assume
that the cross-channel interference results only from the adjacent channels in the frequency grid, i.e., in the arrangement
P of channels, Pi is affected by Pi+1 and Pi−1 only. This
assumption, which will be validated in Section IV-E, will
enable the COP to be solved using TSP heuristics in the
following.
With this assumption, using (1)–(2), the NSR of Pi is
NSR(Pi ) = NSR(Pi , Pi+1 ) + NSR(Pi , Pi−1 )

(6)

where

2
3γ 2 Ns G(Pi )2
π 2 β2 (∆(Pi ))
NSR(Pi , Pj ) =
sinh−1
2πα |β2 |
2
α

#
F + ∆(Pj )/2
+ G(Pj )2 ln
F − ∆(Pj )/2

αL
e − 1 hνnsp Ns
+
(7)
2G(Pi )

for j = i + 1 and i − 1. For channels P1 and Pn , which have
only one adjacent channel, we set G(P0 ) = G(Pn+1 ) = 0 in
(7).
ˇ in (5) translates to
Moreover, the problem of finding SNR
the problem of finding the maximum NSR
ˆ = max NSR(Pi ).
NSR
i

(8)

ˆ
An optimal arrangement, denoted by P̂ , is one for which NSR
in (8) is minimal among all possible arrangements P .
~ such that each
We construct a weighted directed graph ζ,
channel Ci ∈ C corresponds to a vertex. The edge between two
vertices Ci and Cj has a weight NSR(Ci , Cj ), obtained by
setting Pi = Ci and Pj = Cj in (7). Fig. 1(a) shows the graph
corresponding to an example network with four channels, C =
{C1 , . . . , C4 }.
In a potential arrangement P , any vertex can be followed
by any other vertex. Therefore, ζ~ so formed is a complete
digraph.
The objective of the COP is to find an arrangement P
connecting all the vertices, such that each vertex occurs only
once in P . This corresponds to finding a Hamiltonian path
ˆ in (8) is minimized over all possible
P such that NSR
~ Fig. 1(b) exemplifies one such
Hamiltonian paths P in ζ.
path.
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Apart from exhaustive search, which is too complex for
large networks, no algorithm is known to find the optimal
Hamiltonian path in the sense of (6)–(8). To reduce the
complexity, we apply two further approximations. First, we
define new edge weights
U (Ci , Cj ) = max{NSR(Ci , Cj ), NSR(Cj , Ci )},

(9)

which yields the undirected graph Ḡ in Fig. 1(c). Therefore, N SR(Pi ) ≤ U (Pi , Pi+1 ) + U (Pi , Pi−1 ), where both
terms U (Pi , Pi−1 ) and U (Pi , Pi+1 ) are upper bounded by
maxi U (Pi , Pi+1 ). Moreover, N SR(P1 ) ≤ U (P1 , P2 ) and
N SR(Pn ) ≤ U (Pn−1 , Pn ). Thus, we can define a new
objective function as
Û = 2 max U (Pi , P(i mod n)+1 ),
i

2) Edge weight translation: Let α1 < α2 < · · · < αk be
a sorted list of all distinct edge weights U (Ci , Cj ) such that
LB ≤ U (Ci , Cj ) ≤ UB . Hence α1 = LB and αk = UB . Let
bl = (nl−1 −1)/(n−1) for l = 1, . . . , k +1. The edge weights
U (Ci , Cj ) are translated to d(Ci , Cj ) (∈ D) according to [22,
p. 700] as

(10)

where the modulo operation converts the problem from a
Hamiltonian path to a Hamiltonian cycle. We denote an arrangement for which Û in (10) is minimal among all possible
arrangements P , with P̃ . From (6) and (8), we conclude
ˆ ≤ 2 maxi NSR(Pi , Pi±1 ), and from (9)–(10) that
that NSR
ˆ
Û ≥ 2 maxi NSR(Pi , Pi±1 ). Hence Û ≥ NSR.
III. S OLVING THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
The objective (10) corresponds to finding a Hamiltonian
cycle P̃ in Ḡ such that the weight of the maximum weighted
edge in P̃ is minimized. This statement is the objective of
a bottleneck traveling salesman problem (BTSP) algorithm
[21], Uth being the bottleneck. In Ḡ, we implement the BTSP
which finds a Hamiltonian cycle P̃ connecting all vertices of
Ḡ such that (10) is minimized. Therefore, we specify an initial
starting vertex for finding the Hamiltonian cycle and disregard
the last vertex of the cycle to derive the desired P̃ . We refer to
our proposed scheme as channel ordering using the bottleneck
traveling salesman problem (COBTSP).
The BTSP algorithm implemented in this work is adapted
from [22]. An algorithm for solving the BTSP consists of
three steps as discussed in [22]: (i) finding an approximate
upper and lower bound, (ii) translation of the edge weights,
and (iii) implementation of a TSP solver. The TSP corresponds
to finding the shortest Hamiltonian cycle (sum of edge weight
in the chosen path) starting at a particular vertex. We next
discuss these steps in brief.
1) 2-Max bound (2MB): The 2MB [23], [24] is a lower
bound on the optimal value of the objective function given by
(10). This bound is calculated as follows. For each channel
Ci ∈ C we find the second minimum value of the weights of
all edges incident on Ci , counting multiplicities (i.e., if the
smallest edge weight is not unique, the second smallest edge
weight is the same as the smallest edge weight). If this value
for Ci is ξ(Ci ), then the 2MB bound is LB = maxi ξ(Ci ).
Upper bound: An upper bound (U B) can be derived by
using a heuristic BTSP algorithm, such as the nearest neighbor
algorithm discussed in [21], to find any sub-optimal cycle P .
The value of Û in (10) for this cycle gives an upper bound
on the corresponding value for P̃ .


if U (Ci , Cj ) < α1
 0,
bl ,
if U (Ci , Cj ) = αl , l = 1, . . . , k
d(Ci , Cj ) =

bk+1 , if U (Ci , Cj ) > αk
(11)
3) Utilizing a TSP solver: The BTSP is solved by implementing a TSP solver based on the so-called 2-opt algorithm
[25], [26], [27] on the edge weights d(Ci , Cj ) as described in
[22].
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate SNR performance of the proposed COBTSP scheme P̃ . The GN model for the network has
been implemented in MATLAB. Moreover, exhaustive search
using the split-step Fourier method (SSFM) has also been
implemented in MATLAB by transmitting 10,000 symbols per
WDM channel. Both the GN model and SSFM simulations use
the same values of the parameters (first nine parameters in
Table I). The simulations have been performed on a computer
with Intel i7 3.6 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM. For the
simulations, we consider a WDM link with 5 spans, with each
span being 80 km in length. The WDM grid spacing F is one
of {50 GHz, 100 GHz, 200 GHz}. Moreover, the channel
bandwidth is assumed to be independent of the network load.
The noise figure of the amplifier is calculated to be 3.16 dB
by substituting the value of nsp from Table I in (4), whereas tp
is considered to be 2.5 dB, assuming a sufficiently high duty
cycle [28].
The simulation assumes Nyquist pulse shaping, so that the
baud-rate is equal to the channel bandwidth. The values of
the other parameters for the GN model are taken from Table I. The results are compared by considering two scenarios:
(i) the number of channels, channel bandwidth, and frequency
spacing are fixed, and the average channel power is varied,
and (ii) the number of channels is varied with each channel
power varying within a particular range. The results illustrated
in this section (except Fig. 4) are obtained by averaging over
500 realizations. To study the average performance over a
wide variety of transmission conditions, the channel powers
for each realization were selected randomly and independently,
uniformly distributed (in linear scale, not dB) within given
ˇ
limits, that are specified later. Finally, the averaged SNR
over 500 realizations is reported for each p̄ or n. We also
benchmark the performance of COBTSP P̃ with an optimal
channel ordering scheme P̂ , which is only feasible when the
network operates with a small number of channels (≤ 8). The
performance comparison is done in terms of the SNR margin
ˇ which in Section IV-A and IV-B is computed using the
SNR,
ˆ in (8)),
two leading XCI terms in (1) (i.e., the inverse of NSR
and in Section IV-E using additional XCI terms.
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ˇ for scenarios with n = 10 and 30 channels, and F = ∆(Pi ), p(Pi ) ∈ [p̄ − 5 dB, p̄ + 5 dB],
Fig. 2: Comparison of SNR
∀Pi ∈ C.
A. SNR margin as a function of average power
For the comparisons performed
Pnin this subsection, we vary
the average power p̄ (dBm) = i=1 p(Ci )/n of the coherent
channels. The individual channel powers are assumed to be
uniformly distributed in linear scale within a range of ±5 dB
of the average channel power. The bandwidth of all channels
ˇ is observed for n = 10
is assumed to be same as F , and SNR
and 30. The simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 2.
We make three observations from Fig. 2:
ˇ shifts to a higher p̄ on increasing F .
(i) The peak SNR
(ii) A gain of about 1 dB is obtained with COBTSP at high
p̄ and (or) small F over a random allocation scheme. The
gain increases with n.
ˇ reduces with p̄ or increase in F .
(iii) The gain in SNR
The XCI reduces with an increase in F . This contributes
to good SNR at higher average power, resulting in the first
observation. Fig. 2 also motivates the necessity to choose an
optimal power for the channels depending on the selected F to
achieve the best SNR. The peaky nature of the plots in Fig. 2
results from the dependence of SNR on channel powers in the
GN-model [19], [15].
The second observation highlights the importance of the
COP and the improvement in performance due to COBTSP
particularly when n is high, i.e., the network employs many
channels. Fig. 2 also illustrates the effect of the average
ˇ It is observed that on increasing p̄ or
channel power on SNR.
ˇ plots obtained from
reducing F , the difference between SNR
random allocation and COBTSP reduces. This is attributed to
an increase in the nonlinear noise component with a decrease
in F or due to the presence of channels having higher
optical powers, resulting in the third observation. A similar
observation can be made on increasing the power variance
ˇ will also reduce,
across p̄, in which case the peak of SNR
ˇ
while there will be higher a gain in SNR due to COBTSP.
This is discussed later with reference to Fig. 5.

B. SNR margin as a function of the number of channels
ˇ for a scenario in which
In this subsection, we compare SNR
the power varies uniformly between −5 dBm and 5 dBm.
The results are averaged over multiple realizations of channel
powers as in Fig. 2. The bandwidths ∆(Pi ) are 60% and 100%
of F . The performance figures are illustrated in Fig. 3, which
leads us to four observations.
ˇ increases with
(i) For F = 50 GHz and 100 GHz, SNR
∆(Pi ).
ˇ reduces with an increase in
(ii) For F = 200 GHz, SNR
∆(Pi ).
(iii) A performance gain of ≈ 1 dB is observed for COBTSP
compared with the random allocation scheme.
ˇ of COBTSP is close to that obtained from the
(iv) The SNR
optimal scheme using an exhaustive search through all
possible permutations.
The first observation is related to the fact that the XCI
contribution reduces with an increase in F , which results
ˇ However, when F is
in a subsequent improvement of SNR.
relatively high, e.g., 200 GHz, the XCI increases with ∆(Pi ),
when F is kept constant. Therefore, for ∆(Pi ) = F =
ˇ is lower than for ∆(Pi ) = F = 100 GHz,
200 GHz, SNR
as observed in the inset of Fig. 3b.
Moreover, increasing ∆(Pi ) subsequently increases the
optimal signal power p(Pi ). This is ascertained from the
plot of the SNR performance as a function of ∆(Pi )/F in
Fig. 4, where a scenario with three channels having equal
bandwidth and power p(P1 ) = p(P2 ) = p(P3 ) ∈ {−5, 5}
dBm is considered. Here F ∈ {50 GHz, 100 GHz, 200 GHz},
while SNR variation of the middle channel is observed as
a function of ∆(Pi )/F . The adjacent-channel assumption of
Section II-C is also considered for Fig. 4. It is observed
ˇ increases with ∆(Pi ) for p̄ = 5 dBm
from Fig. 4 that SNR
and reduces with ∆(Pi ) for p̄ = −5 dBm. Moreover, for
ˇ saturates at a higher value
F = ∆(Pi ) = 200 GHz, SNR
(17 dB) for p̄ = 5 dBm compared to that for p̄ = −5 dBm
(12 dB). This leads to the second observation from Fig. 3b
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Fig. 3: Comparison of SNR
schemes as a function of n with channel power deviation of 10 dB, p(Pi ) ∈ {−5 dBm, . . . , 5 dBm}, ∀Pi ∈ C, p̄ = 0 dBm.
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ˇ for the central channel when n = 3, illustrating
Fig. 4: SNR
the reason for performance flipover.

ˇ for F = ∆(Pi ) = 50 GHz, p̄ = 0
Fig. 5: Comparison of SNR
dBm and different power deviations.

and a conclusion that p̄ can also be optimized to maximize
ˇ
SNR.

COBTSP and a random allocation scheme (Fig. 5) motivates
the need to employ an opportunistic scheme to solve the COP.

The third observation and fourth observations highlight the
motivation of the COP and performance benefits of COBTSP.
It is also concluded that COBTSP can be used to solve the
COP even when a large number of channels are present in the
network. In contrast, with reasonable computing resources it
ˇ when more than 8
is not possible to obtain the optimal SNR
channels are considered. This is discussed in Section IV-G.

C. SNR margin as a function of the variation in channel power
ˇ when the channel power varies
In Fig. 5, we compare SNR
within different limits, ±1 dBm, ±3 dBm, and ±5 dBm. It
ˇ is higher when the channel
is observed from Fig. 5 that SNR
powers vary over a smaller range (±1 dBm) than over a wider
range (±5 dBm). This is attributed to the low NLI when the
channel powers vary over a small range. However, for a larger
variation in the channel powers, the NLI significantly affects
ˇ In such scenarios, the difference between SNR
ˇ of
the SNR.

D. Performance in an add-drop network scenario
In this subsection we consider a network scenario with
n = 30, ∆(Pi ) = F ∈ {50 GHz, 100 GHz} and p̄ ∈
{0 dBm, −2 dBm}. Channels Pi , . . . Pi+k (i < n and i + k ≤
n) are dropped at a node. j channels have to be added to the
frequency grid at this node within the spectrum hole created by
ˇ
the dropped channels, with the objective of maximizing SNR.
It is assumed that the next node is at a distance of 5 spans, with
L = 80 km in each span. The average power of these j channels are assumed to be p̄1 ∈ {0 dBm, 2 dBm} with bandwidth
and frequency separation ∆(Pi1 ) = F 1 ∈ {50 GHz, 100 GHz}
such that F 1 × j = F × k. Assuming that only the XCI from
adjacent channels is significant, Fig. 6 illustrates the minimum
SNR (SNR 1m ) of channels Pi , P11 , . . . , Pj1 , Pi+k as a function
of n.
It is observed that:
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ˇ at an add-drop node assuming
Fig. 6: Comparison of SNR
F = ∆(Pi ) and F 1 = ∆(Pi1 ). The top pair of curves refers
to F = 50 GHz, F 1 = 100 GHz, p̄ = p̄1 = 0 dBm, the
middle pair refers to F = 100 GHz, F 1 = 50 GHz, p̄ = p̄1 =
0 dBm, and the bottom pair refers to F = 100 GHz, F 1 =
50 GHz, p̄ = −2 dBm, p̄1 = 2 dBm.
(i) SNR 1m is smallest for F = ∆(Pi ) = 100 GHz, p̄ =
−2 dBm, F 1 = ∆(Pi1 ) = 50 GHz, p̄1 = 2dBm.
(ii) SNR 1m is maximum for F = ∆(Pi ) = 50 GHz, p̄ = p̄1 =
0 dBm, F 1 = ∆(Pi1 ) = 100 GHz.
The first observation is a result of the high XCI due to P11
and Pj1 on Pi and Pi+k . Moreover, the channels P11 , . . . , Pj1
also experience high XCI compared to the other two scenarios
due to high p̄1 . This results in the minimum SNR in this
scenario compared to other scenarios. At the add-drop node,
F 6= F 1 can correspond to a green-field deployment, in which
multiple frequency spacings are utilized within the network.
For F = ∆(Pi ) = 50 GHz, p̄ = p̄1 = 0 dBm, F 1 =
∆(Pi1 ) = 100 GHz, the minimum SNR among P11 , . . . , Pj1
is experienced by P11 and Pj1 due to a lower frequency
spacing between Pi and P11 , and Pi+k and Pj1 . This also
ˇ for
results in a lower value for SNR 1m compared to the SNR
F = ∆(Pi ) = 100 GHz in Fig. 3b. However, F 1 = 100 GHz
produces lower XCI and therefore the best SNR 1m compared
to the other two scenarios.
For a more realistic network, multiple spectrum holes are
expected to be present. In such a scenario, the COP reduces
to adding the required channels to the network such that the
SNR margin is maximized. This corresponds to the multidepot multiple TSP [29]. However, such a COP is outside
the scope of the current paper.
E. Validation of the assumption of first order XCI
In the previous discussion, we have assumed that only the
first order XCI affects the SNR performance of a channel.
This allows us to use graph-theoretic tools as discussed in
Section II-C. We verify this assumption using Fig. 7, where
ˇ is plotted as a function of the number of channels
SNR
for ∆(Pi ) = F = 50 GHz. F = 50 GHz has been
selected assuming that the small channel spacing will result in
significant XCI contributions from the non-adjacent channels
as well. The assumptions for Fig. 7 are:
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Fig. 7: Comparison of SNR
order XCI terms (corresponding to 1st , 4th , and 5th XCI
respectively) in the COP for F = ∆(Pi ) = 50 GHz,
p(Pi ) ∈ {−5, . . . , 5} dBm ∀Pi ∈ C, and p̄ = 0 dBm.
(i) first order XCI: XCI is assumed to be caused by Pi−1
and Pi+1 for Pi , as stated in (7).
(ii) fourth order XCI: XCI is assumed to be caused by Pi−4 ,
Pi−3 , Pi−2 , Pi−1 , Pi+1 , Pi+2 , Pi+3 and Pi+4 for Pi .
Therefore, the XCI terms for Pi−4 , Pi−3 , Pi−2 , Pi+2 ,
Pi+3 and Pi+4 are present from (1) in (7).
(iii) fifth order XCI: Pi−5 , Pi−4 , Pi−3 , Pi−2 , Pi−1 , Pi+1 ,
Pi+2 , Pi+3 , Pi+4 and Pi+5 for Pi . In this case, the XCI
terms for Pi−5 , Pi−4 , Pi−3 , Pi−2 , Pi+2 , Pi+3 , Pi+4 and
Pi+5 are present from (1) in (7).
The second and third order XCI have not been considered
ˇ
to keep the plot simple. We observe from Fig. 7 that the SNR
obtained from COBTSP is higher compared to that of random
allocation, even on considering fifth order XCI, i.e., 5 channels
ˇ is overestimated by neglecting
on each side. Even though SNR
some of the XCI terms in (1), the channel ordering obtained
when considering only one pair of adjacent channels provides
significant SNR gains also when evaluated using more realistic
XCI expressions.
F. Comparison of channel order
In this subsection we inspect the channel arrangements
that are produced by the exhaustive search and COBTSP.
We consider the scenario with n = 6, F = ∆(Pi ) =
50 GHz and p(Pi ) = {−5, −3, −1, 1, 3, 5} dBm (the reason
for assuming n = 6 is justified in the next subsection).
The channel arrangements obtained from COBTSP and the
exhaustive search using the GN model are illustrated in Fig. 8.
It is observed that channels having high optical powers are
interleaved with channels having lower powers to ensure good
ˇ obtained from COBTSP is 11.72 dB while
SNR. The SNR
ˇ is 11.8 dB.
with exhaustive search using the GN model SNR
The corresponding figures obtained from SSFM simulations
are 14 dB and 14.1 dB respectively. An exhaustive search
over all possible configurations using the SSFM however
results in a different configuration as illustrated in Fig. 8 with
ˇ = 14.2 dB. The discrepancy between SNRs obtained
SNR
from COBTSP, exhaustive search using the GN model and
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by simultaneously considering interference from both nearby
channels instead of only one channel as assumed in Section
II-C. For networks that incorporate channels employing multiple modulation formats, the SNRs can be manipulated to
the desired (different) values by introducing a modulationdependent offset in (7). However, investigation in these directions is out of scope for the current work.
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Fig. 8: Optimal channel arrangement for n = 6 obtained from
COBTSP and exhaustive search for the optimal arrangement
using the GN model and SSFM (Opt. GN, Opt. SSFM)
respectively.

SSFM results from mismatch of the GN model with SSFM
simulations as pointed out in [30].
G. Complexity analysis of COBTSP
The 2-opt algorithm has been analyzed to have a worst
case complexity of O(n6 ln(n)) [31], whereas the exhaustive
search has a complexity of O(n!). Solving the COP using
exhaustive search with SSFM simulations takes 9.5 hours for
n = 6. This prevents performing exhaustive search using
SSFM for any higher n. Moreover, solving the COP using
exhaustive search with the GN model takes approximately 9
hours for n = 10 with the above-mentioned computational
resources. For higher n, the simulation run-times are very high,
thereby preventing solution for networks with more channels.
The routing and spectral allocation problems present in the
literature have mixed integer linear programming formulations
and are therefore NP hard [4], [32], resulting in similar exponential runtimes. In comparison, COBTSP has a computational
runtime of 0.01 s for n = 30 with the above discussed
computational resources.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a graph-theoretic solution to the
COP in EONs. The proposed COBTSP scheme solves the COP
in realistic networks with a large number of channels, where
it is not possible to employ an optimal algorithm. In such
networks, COBTSP achieves near-optimal SNRs. It is also
illustrated that the peak of the SNR margin occurs at higher average channel powers, on increasing the frequency separation
between the channels (Fig. 2). This gives a design criterion
ˇ as a function of
to the network designer. The plot of SNR
channel bandwidth (Fig. 4) proves that beyond a certain value
of channel separation, the network designer cannot improve
ˇ further by increasing the channel bandwidth, without
SNR
adjusting the channel power. Therefore, selecting optimal
channel powers can be used alongside COBTSP to ensure the
ˇ can be made more accurate
best SNR margin. Moreover, SNR
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